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Abstract. This paper describes a reduction technique which is very
useful against the state explosion problem which occurs when model
checking distributed systems with several instances of the same process.
Our technique uses symmetry which appears in the system. Exchanging
those instances is not as simple as it seems, because there can be a lot of
references to process locations in the system. We implemented a solution
using the Spin model checker, and added two keywords to the Promela
language to handle these new concepts.

1 Introduction

When a new protocol for a distributed system is designed, the behavior of each
actor is known, but there is a need to validate the overall system behavior. Dis-
tributed systems are diÆcult to verify using model checkers due to the state
explosion problem. For n independent components, with S states and T transi-
tions the number of states and transitions of the system may be as large as Sn

and nTSn�1.
Very often in a distributed system several actors have similar roles, such as

several clients regarding a server for instance. This is implemented as several pro-
cesses running the same code. We say these actors are replicated processes. In this
case, the system presents some symmetry that should be exploited during its ver-
i�cation. This has already been studied and implemented, e.g. in the Mur'model
checker, where a special data structure with a restricted usage is introduced and
used to describe the symmetric part of the system [ID93a,ID93b,ID97].

But in a distributed system with communicating processes, a process often
keeps addresses of other processes in some variables, e.g. in order to send (or
receive from) them messages. This kind of variables does not ful�ll the above
requirements, hence, in this case, one cannot use the aforementioned techniques
and tools.

The aim of this paper is to present an abstraction through symmetry which
works also when using variables holding references to other processes. We give
the theoretical background of our method and we describe an implementation
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for the Spin model Checker [Hol97]. We have introduced two new constructs
to the Promela input language of Spin in order to allow the automatic reduc-
tion through symmetry. Our implementation translates the extended Promela
description into a classical one and stores some extra information that is used
later by the model checker. We have changed the next-state function of Spin so
that it calls a reduction function after each newly generated state. The reduc-
tion function basically maps each state to a state which is equivalent up to the
symmetry of the system. This reduction uses the extra information which was
stored above.

We give some experimental results which show that our abstraction may in-
duce a huge reduction of the number of states visited during the model checking.

A more theoretic approach to reduction using symmetry has been given
in [ES96]. There, it is shown that one can reduce a system M to its quotient
by a subgroup of auto(M) \ auto(') where auto(M) is the group of automor-
phisms of M and auto(') is a similar group for the speci�cation formula '. For
an automatic implementation, the diÆculty is to compute a suitable subgroup.
Our paper may be seen as a particular heuristic for this problem. By introducing
the new constructs to the Promela Language and reducing the kind of formula
one may write, we are able to compute a suitable subgroup that is contained in
auto(M)\ auto('). Actually, we do not use the formalism introduced in [ES96]
and we give a direct proof of our result.

Part 2 presents the generic notions we are adding to Promela [Hol97] to imple-
ment our abstractions. Soundness of the abstraction requires some constraints,
veri�ed by the model checker. These constraints are described.

Part 3 presents a formal approach to justify our abstraction. This is similar
to proofs in [ES96], but it also allows to understand the former constraints.

Then part 4 gives some experimental results, and some heuristics for other
systems.

2 Permutation of processes

This section details the need we have to permute processes. Notions required for
this operation: references and public variables, are presented. Modi�cations to
the Promela language follow.

2.1 Our goal

We are interested in systems where there are several processes running the same
source code. This corresponds to several instances of the same procedure. Two
instances of the same procedure are considered to be relatively equivalent, that
is, for two such processes A1 and A2, we consider that the system state where
A1 is in state s1 and A2 in state s2, is equivalent to the system state where A1

is in state s2 and A2 in state s1.
A simple idea, regarding all instances A1; :::; An of the same procedure, is to

sort them in - for instance - lexicographic order in the state vector. This is shown
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A1

Part of the state vector

which holds contents

of �rst instance

State vector

of the system

A2 A3

A1 �lex A2 �lex A3

Fig. 1. Ordered instances in state vector

in Figure 1. We have to apply this sorting procedure after each transition of the
system in order to have only states where all instances of a same procedure are
ordered. There can be two problems with this method:

{ some global variables of the system are sometimes used as public variables
attached to the processes. For instance, if there are N instances of process
User one can imagine that each process has a boolean ag which may be
used by other processes and hence must be declared as a global array. When
exchanging two instances i and j of type User one should swap the global
variables flag[i] and flag[j]. Instead of de�ning such a ag as a global vari-
able, a much better solution would be to declare it inside each process as a
public variable.

{ some variables in the system explicitly refer to the position of the process
in the state vector. This is the case for the pid variable. We should pay
attention to the fact that if two processes are exchanged, then those variables
should be updated since the positions in the state vector have changed. This
is the notion of reference. If a byte variable n is a reference to the position
of some process, then the value of n must be updated when two processes
are exchanged.

The discussion above explains the reduction that can be obtained by sorting
the state vector. Actually, we are considering an equivalence relation on the sys-
tem states and we are taking a representative for each equivalence class. Sorting
is just one possible algorithm to get such a representative but the technique
extends indeed to other algorithms giving a representative.

2.2 New keywords for Promela

In order to use the two notions previously described we add two keywords to
the Promela language, ref to declare reference variables, and public to declare
local variables with a public scope. A reference variable of proctype P is used
to access the public variables of a process of proctype P . A complete example is
given in Figure 10.

For instance let us imagine a server with its own channel of messages. A
regular declaration in Promela would be:
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chan q[2] = [4] of {mtype};

active [2] proctype server () {

q[_pid]?req;

...

}

active [3] proctype client () {

if

:: q[0]!req;

:: q[1]!req;

fi

}

The channel array q has to be a global variable since any process should be able
to send messages to these channels. When two processes are exchanged, mailbox
contents should also be exchanged.We propose to declare such a mailbox variable
as a public element of the process:

active [2] proctype server () {

public chan q = [4] of {mtype};

q?req;

...

}

active [3] proctype client () {

server[anyRef(server)].q!req

}

Actually the second declaration does not change the way the array is imple-
mented in the model checker. The keyword public implicitly declares a global
array. The size of the array is the number of instances of the proctype. We use
a short cut anyRef which allows to choose a random reference in the servers.

Now if we want the client to send its identi�er in the request. A local variable
named lid - for local identi�er - is also de�ned. Its value is the number of the
instance in the type, starting at 0. This enables to easily index array using the
lid variable. We get the following code:

active [2] proctype server () {

public chan q = [4] of {mtype, ref client};

ref client cli;

q?req,cli;

...

}

active [3] proctype client () {

server[anyRef(server)].q!req,_lid

}
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2.3 Requirements

In order to use this abstraction some precise requirements must be ful�lled.

{ One can only assign to a reference variable r of proctype P the values
_undef_ref, or anyRef(P), or _lid if we are inside the proctype P , or s if
s is also a reference variable of proctype P . In particular, it is not allowed
to assign a constant such as 1 to a reference variable.

{ One can only test whether a reference variable r of proctype P is equal
to _undef_ref, or to _lid if we are inside the proctype P , or to s if s is
also a reference variable of proctype P . It is neither allowed to use another
comparison such as < or �, nor to test whether r equals some constant such
as 1.

ref client cli;

int n;

chan q = [2] of fref clientg;
ref server ser;

Allowed in client Not allowed in client

cli== lid cli==n

cli= lid cli=1

cli= undef ref cli<_lid

q!_lid q!3

q!anyRef(client) q!ser

ser=anyRef(server) ser==cli

Fig. 2. Operations on references

Some examples are presented on Figure 2. The anyRef function used in pre-
vious listings returns a reference of the speci�ed type. From the Promela writer
point of view this can be considered as a function which returns a random refer-
ence. From the model checker writer this is expanded as n transitions where n is
the number of instances of the considered proctype. For instance the following
code from a previous example:

q[anyRef(server)]!req

is expanded as:

if

:: q[0]!req

:: q[1]!req

fi

3 Abstraction based on process permutations

This section gives a formal framework for the abstraction we are performing.
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3.1 Syntactic de�nition

Our aim is to study a system consisting of an asynchronous product of n copies
of the same automaton A = (QA; VA [W;PA [ RA [ S; IA; TA). The sets VA
and W contain the public and the global (non-reference) variables of A. The
private (non-reference) variables of A can be encoded into its states, hence we
do not need to keep them explicitly. Our reduction will permute the n copies
of A and since the values of the reference variables must be updated, we need
to keep them explicitly even if they are private variables. The sets PA, RA, S
contains respectively the private, the public and the global reference variables
of the system.

The set of initial states is IA � QA. The set TA consists of transitions which
are tuples of the form (q; g; a; q0) where q; q0 2 QA are the source and target
states of the transition, g is the guard which must evaluate to true in order to
enable the transition, and a is the action which modi�es the variables of the
system.

We de�ne the set of visible references without indirection by X0 = PA[RA[
S. We de�ne the set of visible references with k indirection by Xk = RA�Xk�1.

For instance in the following code:

ref server servid;

clientRef[serverRef[servid]]=lid;

The level of indirection is k = 2.
We de�ne the set X of visible references by

X =
[

0�k�kmax

Xk

where kmax is the maximum level of indirection which can be found in the code.
We also de�ne Y = W [ VA [ VA � X to be the set of visible (non-reference)
variables.

A guard g of a transition is a boolean function with domain NY �f0; 1gX�X�

f0; 1gX�fundefg � f0; 1gX�flidg. Intuitively, the truth of the guard g depends
only on the values of the visible non-reference variables (NY ) and on whether
a visible reference variable from X equals another visible reference variable
(f0; 1gX�X), or is unde�ned (f0; 1gX�fundefg), or is the local identi�er

(f0; 1gX�flidg).
An action a is a (possibly empty) sequence of assignments to visible variables

from X[Y . An assignment is either a pair (v; f) where v 2 Y and f is a mapping
from N

Y to N (the new value of a visible non-reference variable depends only
on the old values of the visible variables); or a pair (r; h) where r 2 X and
h 2 X [ fundef; lid; anyRefg (one can only assign to a reference variable the
value of another reference variable or one of the values undef, lid, anyRef).

3.2 Semantic de�nition

In the asynchronous product M = An, each copy of the automaton A must
use a separate copy of the local variables VA, PA and RA. Therefore M =
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(Q; V;R; I; T ) is de�ned as follows: Q = (QA)
n, V = W [ VA � f1; : : : ; ng,

R = S [ PA � f1; : : : ; ng [ RA � f1; : : : ; ng. The set of concrete states of M
is U = Q � N

V � f0; : : : ; ngR and the set of concrete initial states of M is
I = (IA)

n � f0gV � f0gR.
Since we are considering an asynchronous product, the set of transition is

de�ned by T = T1 [ � � � [ Tn � U �U where (q; �; �; q0; �0; �0) 2 Ti if there exists
some transition (p; g; a; p0) 2 TA such that qi = p and the guard g evaluates to
true in state (i; �; �) and the new state q0 is de�ned by q0i = p0 and q0j = qj for all
j 6= i and (�0; �0) is obtained by executing the sequence of assignments de�ned
by the action a.

In order to give a formal de�nition, we �rst de�ne the actual variables asso-
ciated with the visible variables from X [ Y in state (i; �).

{ For r 2 X , the actual variable ri;� associated with r in state (i; �) is de�ned
by ri;� = r if r 2 S, ri;� = (r; i) if r 2 PA [ RA, and ri;� = (s; �(ti;�)) if
r = (s; t) 2 RA �Xk for some k � 0.

{ For v 2 Y , the actual variable vi;� associated with v in state (i; �) is de�ned
by vi;� = v if v 2 W , vi;� = (v; i) if v 2 VA, and vi;� = (w; �(ri;�)) if
w = (w; r) 2 VA �X .

Now the evaluation of the guard g in state (i; �; �) is

g(�(vi;�)v2Y ; (�(ri;�) = �(si;�))r;s2X ; (�(ri;�) = 0)r2X ; (�(ri;�) = i)r2X)

which must be true for the transition to be enabled.
An assignment (v; f) to a visible non-reference variable v 2 Y changes the

current value of the variable vi;� to f((�(ui;�))u2Y ).
An assignment (r; h) to a visible reference variable r 2 X changes the current

value of the variable ri;� to �(hi;�) if h 2 X , or to 0 if h = undef, or to i if
h = lid, or to any value from f1; : : : ; ng if h = anyRef (this anyRef assignment
creates n transitions, to n di�erent states).

3.3 Permutations of states

Here is a de�nition which speci�es what happens to a concrete state of the system
M when we permute the processes.

De�nition 1. Let � be a permutation over f1; : : : ; ng which is extended to

f0; : : : ; ng by setting �(0) = 0.
We �rst extend � to V [ R: for v 2 W [ S we set �(v) = v, and for v 2

VA [ PA [RA and 1 � i � n, we set �((v; i)) = (v; �(i)).
Next, for a concrete state s = (q; �; �) 2 U of M, we de�ne

�(s) = (q Æ �; � Æ �; ��1 Æ � Æ �):

Intuitively, applying the permutation � to the state s results in a new state �(s)
where the process at position i in �(s) is the process at position �(i) in s.
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We are going to show that permutations do not have any e�ect on the tran-
sitions which can be triggered.

Lemma 1. Let s; s0 2 U be two concrete states of M and let � be a permutation

of f1; :::; ng. If (s; s0) 2 T then (�(s); �(s0)) 2 T .

Proof. Let s = (q; �; �) and s0 = (q0; �0; �0) be such that (s; s0) 2 T . Let i 2
f1; :::; ng be such that (s; s0) 2 Ti and let (p; g; a; p0) 2 TA be the associated
transition.

Let � be a permutation of f1; :::; ng. We want to prove that (�(s); �(s0)) 2 Tj
with j = ��1(i) and the same associated transition (p; g; a; p0) 2 TA. We let
�(s) = (~q; ~�; ~�) and �(s0) = (~q0; ~�0; ~�0).

s = (q; �; �) s0 = (q0; �0; �0)

�(s) = (~q; ~�; ~�) �(s0) = (~q0; ~�0; ~�0)

Ti

� �

Tj

Claim.

(1) For all r 2 X , we have �(rj;~�) = ri;�.
(2) For all v 2 Y , we have �(vj;~�) = vi;�.

Proof of (1). Let r 2 X =
S
kXk. We proceed by induction on k.

{ If r 2 S, then rj;~� = r = ri;� = �(r).
{ If r 2 PA [ RA, then �(rj;~�) = �((r; j)) = (r; i) = ri;�.
{ Assume the result holds for some k � 0 and let r = (s; t) 2 RA�Xk. We have

�(rj;~�) = �((s; ~�(tj;~�))) = �((s; ��1 Æ � Æ �(tj;~�))) = (s; �(ti;�)) = ri;�:

Proof of (2).
{ If v 2W , then vj;~� = v = vi;� = �(v).
{ If v = (w; t) 2 VA �X . We have

�(vj;~�) = �((w; ~�(tj;~�))) = �((w; ��1 Æ � Æ �(tj;~�))) = (w; �(ti;�)) = vi;�:

We deduce �rst that the evaluation of the guard g at (j; ~�; ~�) equals the
evaluation of the guard g at (i; �; �). Indeed, the arguments are the same since
for all u 2 Y we have ~�(uj;~�) = � Æ �(uj;~�) = �(ui;�); and for all r 2 X we have
~�(rj;~�) = ��1 Æ � Æ �(rj;~�) = ��1 Æ �(ri;�). Hence, ~�(rj;~�) = ~�(sj;~�) if and only if
�(ri;�) = �(si;�), ~�(rj;~�) = 0 if and only if �(ri;�) = 0, and ~�(rj;~�) = j if and only
if �(ri;�) = i.

It remains to show that executing from �(s) the transition associated with
(p; g; a; p0) 2 TA in the j-th automaton yields the state �(s0). We give the proof
when the action a consists of a single assignment. The generalization to a se-
quence of assignments is easy.
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{ ~q0j = q0
�(j) = q0i = p0 and for k 6= j, we have �(k) 6= i and therefore ~q0k =

q0
�(k) = q�(k) = ~qk.

{ If the assignment is (v; f) with v 2 Y then we have ~�0(vj;~�) = �0 Æ �(vj;~�) =
�0(vi;�) = f((�(ui;�))u2Y ) = f((� Æ� Æ��1(ui;�))u2Y ) = f((� Æ�(uj;~�))u2Y ).

{ If the assignment is (r; h) with r 2 X then we have
� If h 2 X then ~�0(rj;~�) = ��1Æ�0Æ�(rj;~�) = ��1Æ�0(ri;�) = ��1Æ�(hi;�) =
��1 Æ � Æ �(hj;~�) = ~�(hj;~�).

� If h = undef then ~�0(rj;~�) = ��1 Æ �0(ri;�) = ��1(0) = 0.
� If h = lid then ~�0(rj;~�) = ��1 Æ �0(ri;�) = ��1(i) = j.
� If h = anyRef then ~�0(rj;~�) = ��1 Æ �0(ri;�) 2 f1; : : : ; ng since �

0(ri;�) 2
f1; : : : ; ng and � is a permutation of f1; : : : ; ng.

Therefore, we have shown that (�(s); �(s0)) 2 Tj .

3.4 Abstraction

An abstraction consists of representing several state by a single state. We will
be using an equivalence relation R. Then an element will be chosen in each
equivalence class to represent all the class.

Using the permutations on M we can de�ne the equivalence relation R be-
tween concrete states of M: we say that two concrete states s and s0 of M are
R-equivalent if �(s) = s0 for some permutation � of f1; :::; ng.

Here is now the main property which validates our abstraction.

Theorem 1. The equivalence relation R is a bisimulation on M.

Proof. Let s; s0; s1 be three states of M such that (s; s0) 2 T and s R s1. We
have to prove that there exists s01 such that (s1; s

0
1) 2 T and s0 R s01. Note that

since R is an equivalence relation, we do not have to prove the converse.
By de�nition of R, there exists a permutation � of f1; : : : ; ng such that

�(s) = s1. Let s
0
1 = �(s0), hence we have s0 R s01. By Lemma 1, we know that

(s1; s
0
1) 2 T , which proves the theorem.

The quotient of M by the equivalence R is the transition system �M =
( �U; �T ; �I) where: �U = f�s j s 2 Ug, �I = f�s j s 2 Ig and �T = f(�s; �s0)j(s; s0) 2 Tg.
Now it is well known that when an equivalence relationR on a transition system
M is a bisimulation, then the quotient �M is bisimilar to M.

3.5 Pragmatic abstraction

In order to apply the above reduction, one has to compute the quotient �M.
A possibility is to choose a canonical representative in each class and to use a
function f : S ! S mapping each state to its canonical representative. Such a
mapping f satis�es the two properties

1. for all s 2 S, f(s)R s,
2. for all s; s0 2 S, sR s0 implies f(s) = f(s0) (canonical representative).
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Actually, our mapping f is given by the pseudo-sorting algorithm presented in
Section 4.1. It maps each state s to a permuted state f(s) hence it satis�es (1)
but it does not necessarily satisfy (2). Therefore, our reduced system may not
be isomorphic to the quotient �M and we need to prove that it is still bisimilar
to the original system.

Proposition 1. LetM = (U; I; T ) be a transition system and let R be an equiv-

alence relation on U which is a bisimulation. Let f : U ! U be a mapping sat-

isfying f(s)R s for all s 2 U . We de�ne the reduced system M0 = (S; I; T 0) by
T 0 = f(s; f(s0)) j (s; s0) 2 Tg.

The relation R de�nes a bisimulation between M and M0.

Proof. let s; s0; s1 2 U be such that (s; s0) 2 T and s R s1. There exists s01 2
U such that (s1; s

0
1) 2 T and s0 R s01. We deduce that (s1; f(s

0
1)) 2 T 0 and

s0 R s01 R f(s01).

Let s1; s
0
1 2 U be such that (s1; s

0
1) 2 T 0. There exists s001 such that (s1; s

00
1) 2

T and s01 = f(s001). Now let s be such that sR s1. There exists s
0 2 U such that

(s; s0) 2 T and s0 R s001 . We are done since s0 R s001 R s01.

3.6 Permutable speci�cation

Now the question is to determine which properties can be veri�ed on the reduced
systemM0 (or �M). Since the original system is bisimilar to the reduced one, we
can verify any CTL� property provided the state formulas are invariant under
permutation. This includes a lot of interesting properties. For instance, in a
mutual exclusion algorithm we want to check whether there exists an accessible
state such that two processes are in the critical section. Such a property is
invariant under permutation.

On the contrary, consider the following response property: "whenever process
1 request a resource, process 1 will eventually be granted the resource". Such a
property is not invariant under permutation since the process that has requested
the resource may be at another position in the state vector when it will be granted
the resource.

Here is a good way to write the response property. Let assume that the
process changes from state s1 to state s2 when receiving the response. We can
then check the following property: if exists n processes in state s1 then exists in
the future a step such that: before the execution n processes are in state s1, m
are in state s2 and after execution n� 1 are in state s1 and m + 1 in state s2.
This should be veri�ed for n ranking from 1 to the number of processes of the
considered type.

Therefore, in order to use our reduction method, one has to be careful in
writing the speci�cation to be checked. It would be very interesting to de�ne
a speci�cation language which guarantees that the speci�cations are invariant
under permutations.
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3.7 Several types of processes

In the previous sections, we have only presented what happens with one type
of replicated process. Actually there are usually several types of processes, like
several clients, several data bases, etc : : : In this case, the reduction is performed
sequentially for each type of processes.

In order to prove this we should de�ne the systemM of section 3.2 as: An�E
where automaton E is the environment. Automaton E could itself be a product
Bm. This makes the proof of previous section a bit longer, but it basically remains
the same.

We then perform the reduction on A automatons, as mentioned. We can now
perform reduction on B by rewriting the system M as Bm � E 0.

4 Computation of the reduced system

The state vector consists of a tuple giving for each variable of the system its
present value. This state vector has however some structure. The global variables
occur only once and the local variables declared in each proctype are replicated
for each instance of this proctype. Hence, each process running in the system
has an associated tuple of variables in the state vector. Permuting the processes
of some proctype A means permuting the associated tuples of variables in the
state vector and modifying accordingly the values of the reference variables to
this proctype as explained in Section 2.

4.1 The pseudo-sorting algorithm

The mapping f transforming each state into an equivalent one is implemented
by a sorting algorithm. More precisely, we consider the lexicographic order on
the tuples of variables associated with the processes of some proctype A and we
sort these tuples according to this lexicographic order. Indeed, we perform this
sorting operation for each proctype. We use a classical sorting algorithm, like
quick sort [Knu73] for instance. We consider the sort procedure as a procedure
which takes three arguments: the list to sort, the procedure to exchange two
arguments in the list, the function to compare two arguments. The algorithm is
presented in Figure 3.

Actually this algorithm can lead to state vectors that are still not sorted. This
is why we call it pseudo-sorting. The �nal vector might not be sorted because
when we exchange two processes we change reference values afterwards, and this
might change the relative ordering. For instance, consider a system with only 3
processes of some proctype A de�ned by

active [3] proctype A ()

{ ref A r;

public byte v;

/* A body */

}
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procedure Exchi(k,l)
exchanges data in state vector at the positions of

k-th and l-th processes of type i.
For all references in the state vector to processes of type i

if the reference is k change it to l

else if the reference is l change it to k

Function Comparei(k,l)
returns if k-th process of type i

is smaller or equal to l-th process of type i.
procedure pseudoSortStateV ector()

For each type of process i
Let li be the list of processes of type i.
Sort(li,Exchi,Comparei)

Fig. 3. Pseudo sorting algorithm

Note that there is always an implicit _state variable that is declared last. Hence
the tuple of variables associated with a process is (r,v,_state). A possible state
vector is 3; 1; 1j0; 3; 4j1; 2; 1. It is not sorted. Swapping the �rst two processes
gives the state 0; 3; 4j3; 1; 1j2; 2; 1. Note that the reference value of the third
process has changed. This state vector is still not sorted. Now swapping the
last two processes yields the state 0; 3; 4j3; 2; 1j2; 1; 1 which again is not sorted.
Therefore no permutations of the processes yield a sorted state vector.

4.2 EÆciency depends on the variable declaration order

In the tuple of variables associated with some proctype A, the order of the
variables is the declaration order. If we change the declaration order then the
lexicographic order is changed accordingly and the reduction that we get may
be completely di�erent.

Let us consider a very simple example where our system consists only of 3
clients and 3 servers where each server can be connected with a single client.
We assume that each client (respectively server) keeps a reference to the server
(respectively client) it is connected to. In addition, clients and servers have a
public variable.

active [3] proctype Client () active [3] proctype Server ()

{ ref Server r; { ref Client r;

public byte v; public byte v;

/* Client body */ /* Server body */

} }

Note that there is always an implicit _state variable that is declared last. Hence
the tuple of variables associated with a client or a server is (r,v,_state). An
example is shown on Figure 4 for the �rst value r of each instance in the state
vector.
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Client Server

2 3 1 3 1 2

client number 2

is connected to

server number 3

3

2

1

3

2

1

Client part

Server part

Server number 1

is connected to

client number 3

Corresponding state vector part for r:

Fig. 4. An example of con�guration

In this example, the state vector is 2; 1; 2j3; 2; 3j1; 3; 4jj3; 4; 3j1; 5; 2j2; 6; 1where
the vertical bars separate the process tuples and the double bar separates the
clients from the servers. Applying the sorting algorithm on the clients gives the
state vector 1; 3; 4j2; 1; 2j3; 2; 3jj1; 4; 3j2; 5; 2j3; 6; 1.Note that the client references
in the server tuples have been changed accordingly. Now the state vector is also
sorted according to the server tuples. As shown on Figure 5, from any initial
connection graph we get the most simple con�guration possible. Of course this
dramatically reduces the state space.

Client Server

Any possible state
After reduction

3

2

1

3

2

1

Fig. 5. Before and after a reduction

Now, assume that the declaration order between r and v is reversed as in

active [3] proctype Client () active [3] proctype Server ()

{ public byte v; { public byte v;

ref Server r; ref Client r;

/* Client body */ /* Server body */

} }
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Then the state vector associated with the same con�guration is 1; 2; 2j2; 3; 3j3; 1; 4
jj4; 3; 3j5; 1; 2j6; 2; 1. Since this vector is already sorted, no reduction will occur.

This very simple example illustrates why the order in which variables are
declared has a great inuence on the reduction obtained. As stated above, there
is always an implicit variable _state which is declared last. If we want to change
the position in the tuple of this variable we could declare it explicitly as in

active [3] proctype Client ()

{ byte _state;

public byte v;

ref Server r;

/* Client body */

}

The results of a more realistic experiment is shown in Figure 6. Here we
consider a Client-Server system whose complete description is given in the ap-
pendix (Figure 10). We denote by n the number of clients in the system, n is
also the number of servers. A client can be idle or can try to connect to a server.
The connection will be granted if the server is not busy. The �rst (respectively
second) column of Figure 6 corresponds to the reduced system when the vari-
able serv_id of proctype client is declared �rst (respectively last). The third
column corresponds to the system without reduction. This experiment shows
that our reduction is quite eÆcient and that it depends noticeably on the order
in which the variables are declared. Hence, in order to get the best bene�t from
our method, one must have an intuition of which order will be good. This is dif-
�cult to guess, and one need to have a good understanding of the system being
modeled.

n ref. �rst ref. last no reduction

2 27 40 63
3 108 227 918
4 405 928 16 929
5 1 458 3 518 375 678

Fig. 6. Number of states for di�erent orders and di�erent sizes

4.3 Layered Model

The pseudo sorting method will work well on layered models. Here is an informal
description of a layered model. We have I type of processes (like client, server
...), named t1; :::; tI . Each process of type ti has references to some other process
of type ti+1 or has an unde�ned reference. We assume all de�ned references to
process of type ti are di�erent. This is shown on Figure 7 We assume that the
reference to layer i + 1 comes �rst in the lexicographic order for an instance of
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tIt2t1

Fig. 7. A layered model

type ti. If we sort according to proctype tI�1, then tI�2 until t1, then from any
element of the equivalence class of R we will get the same element.

Figure 8 shows the result for a three tier model [DTW95] (client/server/data
base).

After refuction

1 state

6� 6 states

before reduction

Fig. 8. Three tier model

5 Conclusions

We have introduced two notions which enables abstraction for distributed sys-
tems: references to other processes, and a \public" scope for local variables.

These notions need to be used carefully, in a way that all processes of the
same type can be exchanged. We have clearly stated in Section 2.3 what are those
constraints. They can be easily checked when the Promela model is compiled.

In the future we should specify how to easily write LTL formula which are
unchanged by permutations. It would also be interesting to write pluggable mod-
ules, to implement other heuristics than the pseudo sorting algorithm to get
unique element of the R equivalence relation.

Appendix

This appendix shows a practical implementation on Figure 10. Figure 9 shows
how our abstraction has been implemented. We start from the Promela code with
our extended features. Then our modi�ed version of Spin generates a regular
model checking code (pan.c), together with a �le which will be compiled with
pan.c.
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C program to be compiled
with pan.c

SPIN
Code with extend

Features

Regular Spin Code (pan.c)

Fig. 9. Software architecture
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Code with extented features

mtype = {ack,nack,rel,req};

active [3] proctype client () {

ref server serv_id;

public chan cliChan =

[4] of {mtype};

idle :

serv_id=anyRef(server);

server[serv_id].serChan!req(_lid);

if

:: cliChan?ack; goto work

:: cliChan?nack; goto idle

fi;

work:

server[serv_id].serChan!rel,0;

goto idle

}

active [2] proctype server () {

public chan serChan =

[4] of {mtype,ref server};

byte inUse;

ref client cli;

do

:: serChan?req(cli) ->

if

:: inUse==0 -> inUse=1;

client[cli].cliChan!ack,_lid

:: inUse==1 ->

client[cli].cliChan!nack,0

fi;

:: serChan?rel,_ -> inUse=0

od

}

Generated Promela code

mtype = {ack,nack,rel,req};

chan cliChan[3]=

[4] of {mtype};

chan serChan[3]=

[4] of {mtype,byte};

#define _lid _pid-0

active [3] proctype client () {

byte serv_id;

idle :

if

:: serv_id=0

:: serv_id=1

fi;

serChan[serv_id]!req(_lid);

if

:: cliChan[_lid]?ack; goto work

:: cliChan[_lid]?nack; goto idle

fi;

work:

serChan[serv_id]!rel,0;

goto idle

}

#undef _lid

#define _lid _pid-3

active [2] proctype server () {

byte inUse;

byte cli;

do

:: serChan[_lid]?req(cli) ->

if

:: inUse==0 -> inUse=1;

cliChan[cli]!ack,_lid

:: inUse==1 ->

cliChan[cli]!nack,0

fi

:: serChan[_lid]?rel,_ ->

inUse=0

od

}

#undef _lid

Fig. 10. Example of new keywords


